1. Detailed architecture of BBR-IOU network

We introduce a monotonic bounding box regression for scale estimation in which the core is the BBR-IoU network. Fig. 1 illustrates the detailed architecture of BBR-IoU network, which predicts the regression offsets of a candidate box and then estimates the confidence of regression. We utilize the modulation strategy in [4] for design. However, our BBR-IoU network is different in two aspects: (1) we perform bounding box regression and IoU prediction and (2) we adopt more efficient RoIAlign [9] for RoI feature pooling because we do not need backward pass to compute gradients for scale estimation. For backbone network, we use ResNet-50 [10].
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Figure 1. Illustration of detailed architecture of BBR-IoU network. BBR-IoU network predicts the regression offsets \((r_1, r_2, r_3, r_4)\) and IoU prediction score \(O\) for the regression result. Best viewed in color.
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